Abstract. We present a type-based deadlock-freedom verification for concurrent programs with non-block-structured lock primitives and mutable references. Though those two features are frequently used, they are not dealt with in a sufficient manner by previous verification methods. Our type system uses a novel combination of lock levels, obligations and ownerships. Lock levels are used to guarantee that locks are acquired in a specific order. Obligations and ownerships guarantee that an acquired lock is released exactly once.
Introduction
Concurrent programs are getting important as multi-processor machines and clusters are getting popular. Many programs including operating systems and various network servers are written as concurrent programs.
A problem with a concurrent program is the possibility of a deadlock: a state in which every thread is waiting for a lock to be released by other threads. A deadlock is considered to be a serious problem since a deadlock causes unintentional halt of a system. This paper presents a type-based method for deadlock-freedom verification. Our verification framework supports non-block-structured lock primitives and mutable references to locks. Those two features are heavily used in real-world software. For example, non-block-structured lock primitives, whose locking operations do not syntactically correspond to unlocking operations, are used in, for example, C programs with POSIX thread library. Figure 1 shows a program with non-block-structured lock primitives and mutable references to locks, which suffers from a deadlock. The example is based on an actual bug found in nss ldap-226-20.rpm [5] . In that example, a function nss ldap getgroups dyn first calls nss ldap enter and then executes two branches. The first branch calls nss ldap leave before executing return , while the second branch does not call nss ldap leave . Because nss ldap enter acquires a global lock lock and returns without unlocking it, lock is kept acquired if the second branch is executed after nss ldap getgroups dyn returns. This causes a deadlock if nss ldap getgroups dyn is called twice with an environment under which the second branch is executed. Figure 2 shows another example of a deadlock, which is caused by circular dependency between locks. In the example, a function accessA acquires and releases a lock lockA , while accessB acquires and releases lockB . These two functions are called from two threads thread1 and thread2 . In those threads, accessA is called while lockB is acquired and accessB is called while lockA is acquired, so that the program may lead to a deadlock because of the lock order reversal between lockA and lockB .
The main idea of our type system is to guarantee that locks are acquired in a specific order, and that an acquired lock is released exactly once. The first property is guaranteed by lock levels, while the second property is guaranteed by obligations and ownerships.
So far, much effort has been paid for static deadlock-freedom verification [1, 2, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14] . However, non-block-structured lock primitives and mutable references to locks are not dealt with in a sufficient manner. For example, the analyses by Boyapati, Lee and Rinard [2] and by Flanagan and Abadi [8] consider only block-structured synchronization primitives (i.e., synchronized blocks in the Java language.) Kobayashi et al. [11, 12, 14] proposed a deadlock-freedom analy- 
sis for the π-calculus. Although their analysis can, in principle, handle references by encoding them into channels, the resulting analysis is too imprecise.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines our target language. Section 3 introduces a type system for deadlock-freedom analysis. Section 4 states soundness of our type system. After discussing related work in Section 5, we conclude in Section 6. 2 Target Language The statement spawn s spawns a new thread that executes s. putob(x, y), which is used for type soundness proof and operationally equivalent to skip, represents the end of scope of x in let x =!y in s. putob(x, y) should not be included in a program. The statement let x = newlock () in s generates a fresh lock, binds x to the lock and executes s. The statements lock x and unlock x are for acquiring and releasing a lock x. The statement s 1 ; s 2 is a sequential composition of s 1 and s 2 . Figure 5 and 6 show how the programs in Figure 1 and 2 are encoded in our language. We omit the main statement of the program in Figure 1 .
The operational semantics of our calculus is defined as a transition relation between configurations. Figure 4 presents an excerpt of the transition rules. A configuration in our semantics is a tuple of a set of function definitions D, an environment that maps a variable to a value Env , a heap H, a map from a lock variable to a state of the lock L and a multiset of running threads S. A state of a lock is either locked (L) or unlocked (L.) In Figure 4 , S 1 S 2 is the disjoint union of multisets S 1 and S 2 .
Type System

Overview
We first present an overview of our type system. As mentioned in Section 1, our type system guarantees that locks are acquired in a specific order by using lock accessA(lockA) = lock lockA; unlock lockA accessB (lockB ) = lock lockB ; unlock lockB thread1 (lockA, lockB ) = lock lockB ; accessA(lockA); unlock lockB thread2 (lockA, lockB ) = lock lockA; accessB (lockB ); unlock lockA let lockA = newlock() in let lockB = newlock() in spawn (thread1 (lockA, lockB )); spawn (thread2 (lockA, lockB )) Fig. 6 . An encoding of the program in Figure 2 in our language. levels and that an acquired lock is released exactly once by using obligations and ownerships.
Lock levels Each lock type in our type system is associated with a natural number called lock level. The type system prevents deadlocks by guaranteeing that locks are acquired in a strict increasing order of lock levels. For example, the statement spawn (lock x; lock y; unlock y; unlock x); (lock y; lock x; unlock x; unlock y) is rejected because the first thread requires the level of x to be less than that of y, while the second thread requires the level of y should be less than x.
Obligations In order to guarantee that an acquired lock is released exactly once, each lock type in our type system has information on obligation to release the lock. A lock type lock(lev , U ) in our type system has a flow-sensitive component U called a usage, in addition to a lock level lev . A usage is either ob, which denotes an obligation to release the lock, or 1, which shows there is no such obligation. More precisely, the type system deals with obligations based on the following principles.
1. lock x can be executed if and only if (1) x does not have an obligation and (2) the level of every lock with an obligation is less than the level of x. x has an obligation after lock x is performed. 2. unlock x can be performed if and only if x has an obligation. x does not have the obligation after unlock x is performed. 3. An obligation is treated linearly, that is, if an alias to a lock with an obligation is generated, then exactly one of the lock or the alias inherits the obligation. For example, the type system rejects the program
because x has an obligation after the function call f (x) returns, which is followed by lock x, so that (1) in the first condition above is violated. The program in Figure 7 is also rejected because, from the third condition above, only one of x or y inherits the obligation generated by lock x after the reference y is generated, while both x and y are required to have an obligation just before f (x, !y). Note the difference between our obligations and flow-sensitive type qualifiers in CQual [9] . Flow-sensitive type qualifiers in CQual represent the current state of values, while our obligations represent how variables should be used afterwards. This difference matters when we consider a program with aliasing. For example, consider the program (lock x; let y = x in s). In our type system, x has the type lock(lev , ob) just after lock x, which means the lock should be released through x afterwards. After the alias y of x is created, the type environment may be either x : lock(lev , ob), y : lock(lev , 1) or x : lock(lev , 1), y : lock(lev , ob) depending on how x and y are used in s. On the other hand, in CQual, if x is put in an abstract location ρ, then the flow-sensitive type qualifier assigned to ρ just after lock x is locked, which means that x is currently locked. After the alias y is created, x and y have the same type as they are bound to the same lock.
Ownership In order to guarantee deadlock-freedom of a program with thread creation and accesses to mutable references, obligations are still insufficient to guarantee that an acquired lock is released exactly once. For example, consider the program in Figure 8 . That program consists of two threads. The first thread acquires and releases a lock contained in the reference r, while the second thread assigns another lock to the same reference. Then, the lock released by the first thread may be different from acquired one, so that the acquired lock may not be released.
The problem here can be described as follows: a write to a reference to a lock should not occur while the lock is held. Note that this property differs from race-freedom because race-freedom only guarantees that a write to a reference and another read or write to the reference do not occur at the same time. In fact, though the program in Figure 8 is race-free because each access to the reference r is guarded by a lock z, it still has a problem described above.
. . , τ n ) Fig. 9 . Syntax of types.
To solve such problem, our type system uses ownerships, a thread's capability to access a reference. As in Boyland [3] , Terauchi [17] and Kikuchi and Kobayashi [10] do, we use rational-numbered ownerships. A well-typed program obeys the following rules on ownerships in manipulating references.
1. An ownership less than or equal to 1 is assigned to a reference to a lock when the reference is generated. 2. A thread is required to have an ownership greater than 0 on a reference in order to read a lock from the reference. 3. A thread is required to have an ownership 1 on a reference in order to write a lock to the reference. 4. When a thread is spawned, an ownership of each reference is divided and distributed to each thread.
Based on those rules, a thread has to have an ownership greater than 0 to acquire a lock through a reference, which prevents other threads from overwriting the reference while the lock is acquired. For example, the program in Figure 8 is rejected because the total ownership required on the reference r exceeds 1: the first thread requires an ownership more than 0 while the second thread requires 1. Figure 9 shows the syntax of types. The set of lock levels, ranged over by a meta-variable lev , is the set of natural numbers with ∞. We extend the standard partial order ≤ on the set of natural numbers to that on lock levels by lev ≤ ∞ for any lev . We write lev 1 < lev 2 for lev 1 ≤ lev 2 ∧ lev 1 = lev 2 . Usage, ranged over by a meta-variable U , represents whether there is an obligation to release a lock. A usage ob represents an obligation to release a lock, while a usage 1 represents that there is not such obligation.
Syntax
The meta variable τ ranges over types. A lock type lock(lev , U ) is for locks that should be used according to lev and U . For example, if a variable x has the type lock (1, 1) , then the lock can be acquired through x if locks whose levels are more than 1 are not already acquired. If a variable x has the type lock(1, ob) then the lock should be released exactly once through the variable x.
The type τ ref r is for references, whose content should be used according to τ after it is read from the reference. The meta variable r, which is associated with a reference type, is a rational number in the set [0, ∞) and represents a
τ is bool or a function type. thread's capability to access the reference. An ownership being greater than 0 means that one can read a value through the reference. An ownership 1 means that one can write a value to the reference. A function type τ lev → τ consists of the following components.
-τ : the types of arguments before execution of the functions.
-τ : the types of arguments after execution of the functions. -lev : the minimum level of locks that may be acquired by the functions.
Type Judgment
The type judgment for statements is Γ s ⇒ Γ & lev . Type environments Γ and Γ describe the types of free variables in s before and after execution of s. A lock level lev is an effect of s, which is a minimum level of locks that may be acquired during execution of s.
The type judgment intuitively means that (1) locks are acquired in an strict increasing order of their levels, (2) an acquired lock is released exactly once and, (3) the levels of acquired locks are greater than or equal to lev if s is executed under an environment described by Γ and with a continuation that respects types in Γ .
The type judgment is defined as the least relation that satisfies the typing rules in Figure 11 . In those rules, we use the operation ⊗ defined in Figure 10 . U 1 ⊗ U 2 gives the usage that means both obligations in U 1 and U 2 have to be fulfilled. ob ⊗ ob is undefined because releasing an acquired lock twice is prohibited. The operator ⊗ on usages are naturally extended to types. We also use the following definitions in Figure 11 . : τ i,1 , . . . , x i,m i : τ i,m i s i ⇒ Γ, x i,1 : τ i,1 , . . . , x i,m 
Prog e Ds (T-Prog) Fig. 12 . Typing rules for programs. Figure 10 .
Definition 1 (No obligation). noob(τ ) is defined as the least predicate that satisfies the rules in
The predicate noob(τ ) asserts that τ does not have any obligation to fulfil.
Definition 2. level U , a function that takes a type and returns a set of lock levels, is defined as follows.
level
The function level U collects levels of locks whose usages are equal to U .
Definition 3. A predicate wf is defined as the least one that satisfies the following rules.
τ is bool, lock(lev , U ) or a function type. wf (τ )
The predicate wf (Γ ) asserts that ownerships of each reference type in Γ are consistent with its content type. Note that wf (τ ref r ) requires r > 0 if τ has an obligation to release a lock because one has to read the reference to release the lock.
We explain important rules in Figure 11 . In the rule (T-Newlock), noob(U 1 ) means that the newly generated lock has no obligation. noob(U 2 ) means that all the obligations in the type of x should be fulfilled at the end of s because x cannot be accessed after execution of s.
(T-Lock) guarantees that there is no obligation before execution of lock x. After execution of lock x, x has an obligation to release the lock.
In
the rule (T-Ref), we use a predicate nolock (τ ). This predicate holds if and only if τ does not contain lock types as its component. The rule (T-Ref)
. . . (lock(1, 1) states that the ownership assigned to the new reference x in typing s is less than or equal to 1 if the type of x contains lock types as its component. At the end of s, x should not have any obligation because x cannot be accessed after execution of s.
In the rule (T-Deref), if y has an obligation to release a lock, only one of x and y inherits that obligation during execution of s. The rule (T-Deref) also states that the ownership assigned to the type of y should be greater than 0.
A derivation of a statement let x = ref y in let z =!x in unlock z under the type environment y : lock(1, ob) in Figure 13 shows how (T-Ref) and (T-Deref) work. The type environments Γ 1 , . . . , Γ 4 in that figure are defined as follows.
Here, r is an arbitrary rational number in the set (0, 1). Note that the obligation of y is passed to the newly generated reference x, delegated to z and fulfilled through z. The rule (T-Assign) guarantees that there is no obligation that must be fulfilled through the reference x because x is being overwritten. If y has an obligation, then either x or y inherits that obligation after execution of x := y. For example, both
hold. After the assignment, the obligation originally owned by y should be fulfilled through y in the first case, while it should be fulfilled through the reference x in the second case. However,
does not hold. In the rule (T-Spawn), the pre type environment of the conclusion part is split into Γ 1 and Γ 2 . The environment Γ 1 is for the newly generated thread s, while Γ 2 is for the continuation of spawn s. The condition noob(Γ 3 ) imposes that all the obligations in Γ 1 should be fulfilled in the newly generated thread s.
The rule (T-Weak) is for adding redundant variables to type environments. In that rule, the condition max(level ob (Γ )) < lev guarantees that if newly added lock-typed variables have obligations, then the levels of those lock types (level ob (Γ )) should be less than the level of locks that may be acquired in s (lev ). With this condition, we can guarantee that locks are acquired in a strict increasing order of lock levels.
The type judgment for programs Prog Ds is defined as the least relation that satisfies the rules in Figure 12 . The rule (T-Prog) states that a program Ds is well-typed if (1) the defined functions have the types described in a type environment Γ and (2) the main statement s is well-typed under Γ and (3) all the obligations generated during execution of the program are fulfilled after execution of s. The rule (T-Fundef), which is a rule for function definitions, guarantees that each function has the type described in Γ .
Example In the program in Figure 5 , the function nss ldap leave has type lock(lev , ob) lev →lock(lev , 1) where lev is an arbitrary natural number. Thus, lock in the body of nss ldap getgroups dyn has type lock(lev , 1) at the end of the first branch and lock(lev , ob) at the end of the second branch, which violates the condition of (T-If) that type environments at the end of two branches have to agree. In the example in Figure 6 , the condition max(level ob (Γ )) < lev in (T-Weak) imposes that the level of lockB has to be less than that of lockA in the body of thread1 . For the same reason, the level of lockA has to be less than that of lockB in the body of thread2 , so that the program is ill-typed.
Type Inference
We informally describe a type inference algorithm in this section. Our algorithm is a standard constraint-based one; the algorithm takes a program as input, generates a constraint set based on the typing rules in Figure 11 and reduces those constraints.
We omit an explanation on the constraint generation phase which is done in a standard manner. A generated constraint is either (1) (4) Generated constraints are reduced as follows. First, linear inequalities on ownerships are solved using an external solver. Then, constraints of the form ρ = Uexp 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Uexp n are reduced to a substitution on usage variables. This is done by applying a standard constraint reduction algorithm for linear type systems (e.g., one presented in [13] .) By applying the obtained substitution to constraints of the form ρ = ob ⇒ lexp 1 ≤ lexp 2 , we obtain a constraint set of the form {lexp 1 ≤ lexp 1 , . . . , lexp 1 ≤ lexp n }. This constraint set on lock levels can be solved in the same way as Kobayashi's deadlock-freedom analysis [11] .
Type Soundness
This section states soundness of the type system introduced in the previous section. The proof of the soundness statement will appear in the full version of the current paper. Because a deadlock is expressed as a stuck state in our language, soundness of the type system introduced in the previous section is stated as follows.
Theorem 1 (Type soundness). If Prog Ds and (
To state lemmas that are used in the proof of the theorem above, we first introduce a type judgment for configurations. Type judgments
: τ, P are defined as the least relation that satisfies the rules in Figure 14 . Here, the meta-variable P represents a map from lock-typed variables to usages and is used to describe which variable has an obligation to release each lock. The meta-variable O is a map from reference-typed variables to ownerships and used for calculating the sum of ownerships assigned to each reference. Operators P 1 ⊗ P 2 and O 1 ⊗ O 2 are defined as follows.
Env , H and L, (2) x or a value reachable from x through H has obligations to release a lock y if P (y) = ob and (3) references reachable from x are assigned ownerships as in O. By using this judgment, the rule (T-Env) guarantees that, for each held lock, there exists exactly one variable that is reachable to the lock and that has the obligation to release the lock. The rule (T-Config) guarantees that each obligation is fulfilled by exactly one thread.
The theorem above is proved using the following three lemmas.
Lemma 1. Prog Ds implies Conf ( D, ∅, ∅, ∅, {s}).
Lemma 2 (Preservation
). If Conf ( D, Env , H, L, S) and ( D, Env , H, L, S) → ( D , Env , H , L , S ), then Conf ( D , Env , H , L , S ). Lemma 3 (Progress). If Conf ( D, Env , H, L, S) then S = ∅ or there exists a configuration ( D , Env , H , L , S ) such that ( D, Env , H, L, S) → ( D , Env , H , L , S ).
Related Work
Kobayashi et al. [11, 12, 14] proposed type systems for deadlock-freedom of π-calculus processes. Their idea is (1) to express how each channel is used by a usage expression and (2) to add capability levels and obligation levels to the inferred usage expressions in order to detect circular dependency among input/output operations to channels. Our usages can be seen as a simplified form of their usage expressions; following their encoding [11] , lock(lev , ob) corresponds to ()/ * I . Their verification method is applicable to programs which use various synchronization primitives other than mutexes because they use π-calculus as their target language. However, their framework does not have references as primitives and cannot deal with references encoded using channels accurately.
Boyapati, Lee and Rinard [2] proposed a type-based deadlock-and racefreedom verification of Java programs. In our previous work [16] , we have proposed a type-based deadlock-freedom analysis for concurrent programs with block-structured lock primitives, references and interrupts. The main difference between those type systems and our type system is that our type system deals with non-block-structured lock primitives, while their type system only deals with block-structured lock primitives.
Foster, Terauchi and Aiken [9] proposed a type system with flow-sensitive type qualifiers [9] and applied their type system to an analysis which checks locks are not doubly acquired nor released. Their type system adds a flow-sensitive type qualifier (locked or unlocked in their lock usage analysis) to each abstract memory location which contains locks, and checks whether qualifiers are in an expected state. They check that each locking operation is followed by an unlocking operation but do not guarantee deadlock-freedom. They do not deal with concurrency, either. As discussed in Section 3.1, the meaning of our obligations differs from that of their flow-sensitive type qualifiers.
Conclusion
We have proposed a type-based deadlock-freedom verification method for concurrent programs with non-block-structured lock primitives and references. Our type system verifies deadlock-freedom by guaranteeing that locks are acquired in a specific order by using lock levels and that an acquired lock is released exactly once by using obligations and ownerships.
Future work includes conducting deadlock-freedom verification experiments of practical software. We have implemented a prototype of a verifier based on our framework and have successfully verified deadlock-freedom of a network device driver. We are trying to apply our verifier to larger software such as network servers.
Another future work is to extend our framework with several practical features such as interrupts, recursive types and synchronization primitives other than mutexes. We are especially interested in dealing with interrupts which are essential in verifying low-level software such as operating system kernels as pointed out in several papers [4, 6, 15, 16] . We consider extending usages with information on whether the lock may be held while interrupts are enabled.
